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ABSTRACT

Can a valid case for public subsidization of preschool child care be

made? Do we really need such a case? These two questions are considered

in this paper. Public subsidization may be justified either as a way to t'

correct a distortion in resource allocation or as a way to change inappro-

priate income distribution. We analyze three cases of the former justifi-

cation: external economies, market failure as a result of discrimination,

incomplete knowledge; and two cases A the latter justification: improving

long-run economic opportunities for disadvantaged children, and mending

inequalities between families. These five cases do ifot imply providing

free.child care either for poor children or for all. However, there are

valid arguments for more public involvement, especially for allowing the .

deduction of child care costs as work expenditures and the establishment of

parent education prograMs.

411
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THE CASE FOR PUBLIC SUBSIDIZATION

OF CHILD CARE SERVICES

I. INTRODUCTION

Modern economic history has been characterized byia continuous shift

of various activities from the extended family to extrafathtlY organizations.

These organizations might be private firms, government agencies, or

nonprofit institutions. They all specialize in providing services that
lot

replace household activities. The current, seemingly inciased, demand for

day care centers seems to be only an extension ,of this trend. C.S. Bell

[1970] claims that "...the chief household function that has not yet been

replaced or even much diminished is child care, from birth to age six." If

this is the case, locating this service in.the public sector requires justi

fication, and it is my,belief that adequate justification has not yet been

established.

On the other hand, it is clear, that the effective private demand for

improved child care has not increased as much as the pressure for public

provision of such care.
1

If the increased numbers of working mothers and

other families were willing to pay enough to cotrer the cost of improved day

care, the marlipt mechanism would in all probability have responded with an ,

r
increased supply.

Most people who have supported increasing child care services' assume,

explicitly or implicitly, that larger public funding is called for. -The

economist's response probably would be; Do we!'have.any reason to question

the exclusive responsibility of parents for theii'Preschool children's

education and care?
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A, frequently used line of reasoning in support of public Provision of

P child care is a mixture of normative views and positive analysis. This

reasoning stems from the often heard claim that day care centers should be

"provided" so families, or women, can make a rational (utflity4maximizing)

choice.
2 However, public provision would be consistent with a rational

choice only if--unless there were externalities involved - -the families must

pay the cost of these child care ervices. But private covering of the

4 cost of child care usually i not accepted by those who make this public

provision claim. If child care were subsidized, unless the reason for the

subsidy were some source of inefficient resource allocation, the mother's

choice might be rational, while it might not, and probably would riot, be

the most efficient choice from society's polnt of view.

It is true that if there is a shortage in availability of day care

facilities, it should be corrected. But, is there a reason to suspect that

the,supply is inflexible to meet the increased demands? Is theresa market.

failure? It seems that the increased demand does not take the form of

increased effective demand; i.e., the effective private demand forlpaid day

1

.'care services did not rise as much as the pressure for public "provisioriC

pf day care serAces.

AO&

\Moreover, from a variety of current research reports, it is clear that '

families with working mothers are not willing--and "cannot, afford " - -to pay

the annual $2000 per child price tag of developmental day care. Nelson .

and Krashinsky' [1971) wrote: "It is apparent that m Americans believe
4

that childrenchfldren of poor families ought to have better care than their parents

will choose to, or can afford to, purchass and they 'are willing to back

their beliefs with money."

4

I
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Before I present a''few possible arguments to support public subsAdiza-

,

tion of day.care for preschool children, I would like to question the,

necessity'for such a justification. As was claimed earlier, and as is

,evident from the quotation cited,above, there is a wide spectrum of people

who "feed" that publicly subsidized day care centers are a necessity,. 4e .

\
k

-may-refer to such "feling" as a type of revealed political preference and

.

,

.

$

accept it as a sufficient explanation fol- the wide support for suchsdhsi-

dizaiion that can replace economic justification. The problem with this

approach is that the preference is notIrevealed through the market mecha-

nismand hence, does not necessarily reflect real preferences. Even if -

this wide political support is regarded as a sufficient rationale for

public intervention, we are still left with the practical yroblems of how

mucll public funding should be allocated to child care and how the publicly

financed day care centers or other forms of extrafamily child care should

be funded. I

Public subsidization may be, justified as a way to correct a distortion

in resource allocation or to correct an inappropriate income distribution.

The analysis here deals vith three cases of the former and two of the

latter.

II. CORRECTING DISTORTED RESOURCE ALLOCATION

In the case of preschool education anli care, there are the possible

reasons for market failure that may be thought to have led to the alloca-.

Lion of too few resources to day care.\

A. External Economies
a

Educational research indicates that the early years are Crucial in

personality formation of children. .If, and only If, this means that there

A



are exCernalities involved; the conclusion is
that some measure of in/ter-2

vention by subsidization may be callea for.
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lication of this awument, especially concerning the children of

may take the following form: Once children have been born, it is

erest of society that they become "respe6tabde" members of that

regardless of the ability of 'their parents to pay-for food, shelter,

care, and.education. If much antisocial behavior stems from early

)
e and can be avoided through good preschool programs, then society 'at

, not just the children, willebenefit when children Ila-Ve a good pre-

of experience. Do w6 have here an extra 'argument for subsidizinA day

e tq.young children, especially to children of the poor, on efficiency

ounds? A minimal conception of what constitutes a respectable member of

ociety could be that each adult member of the society be literate, i.e.,

have mastered a fifth-grade education. .Whatever minimal education is

necessary to make atrespectable member of society, it is far beyond the

level of preprimary education. If, and only if, the educational or dev61-
e-

opmental level of group day care is regarded as the most efficient way to
4

assure that underprivileged hildren will indeed be able to obtain and

,.....

master the accepted inimum, it will. prove to an argument for public

.support of day care facilities for the poor and other underprivileged

4 "children, on effidiency-grounds. (Don't we use essential,ly 'the' same argli--

ment for part of the justification for free primary and secondary educa-

.

tion?) This argument may be extended a little further: Externalities from

4

investing in htiman'capital are signifilnt enough to justify government

subsidy for education-far beyond a minimal level. Therefore,'Csubsidizing.

preprimary education to those who may not othbrwise he,able to acquire

"enough" education is Obviously justified; as this is a necessary condill.on .

,; f.4
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4'for any education (This is true o y if indeed it is a necessary condition

forany education).

To carry this argument- further, and apply it again to the generftl ,

population rather than only to_ the poor, it is appropriate to mention that the
-,1

* -
4

.

decision to start ee)7public,education by the age of five or six is as
...

arbitrary, as it is to start it by the age of three (or Qne, for that

matter) ,Moreover, there is some evidence supporting the notion that the

earlier we start, the better off we are,,
3
but this is still debatable.

4

Ap.

When budget constraints are tight, At may be beneficial to lower the age of

.
free education at both ends, i.e., start free public schoolingby,the age

of three, but end it by the age of sixteen.

I

This external economies argument for early child care 14education is

, l s'

contingent upon a (ew.disputed contentions. First, there is no consensus

among child development experts that early group care is indeed so benefi-

cial for young children.' The evidence of research'ondeveIopment of

the'ery young points out that achievement is related to the strength of

the attachilLf betW6en'the parents (or adults) and the children. One of

the advocates of federal provision ofchfld care(services to underprivi-
.

leged children, Professor Bettye M. Caldwell [1/72] wrote: "Another study

supports the finding that young children in day care were intno way cogni-,

tively harmed by their exp6rience." A consensus that early group child

care wilDnot harm children 'would not be a strong justification for public

provision' ut even this consensus does not exist.

The second,contention.ds related to the terms "deprived" or "under

privileged ", children, If these termsfe euphemisms for Children,of

poverty-stricken families; the appre4 solution is to supplement the

family's income, while letting family Members,take care -6f-their children.
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If it stands fo'r'abused -children, the children .are protected under exitipg
s

laws' that should be enforced if necessary, bilt do not imply necessily.

wide use of day carel'centers. if it stands for children whose parents are

unintformed about how to rear them, a program of parental education is

call d for--subject to .'-'benefit-cOst test. According to some 'recent

evi nce, such programs have pysitivbircpacts on the children's cogeitive

and other abilities; 'the'se impacts last for a longer period than' any other

compensatory program. MorpOver, the cqst involved is oily a fraction of

that of group child care services.
5

In sum, from the existing evidencevit is hard to accept a strong'allo-

, .
.

cative to justify a publi,,i rold%n early childhood education and

.
, .

. ,-,.

. :
care. When'an if the-state of knowledge of child devetspment provides, an

,

A c
' accepuid view that there are significant epaernalit.i:es involved in early

,/'
.

. ..
.

i

,

group child care and 'education,
. 1

t will be plausible to try to analyze'

which type is more appropriate, Intuitively, the mire significant such

externalitiesothe higher. the likelihood that such care should be Provided-
to all,children, not merely the children of ;the /boor.

B. 'Skx Discrimination

Usually we assume that it i. the mother Mho must make a (rational)

choice between extrafamily tild care and employment versus household activ-

ities. . The fact ehat this choice is usually considered to be the wife's

and not the husband's (or that of both) may be an indicathi of a market failure-=a

1..ec
..,

result of discriAvailabilityspainst women. Availability of day carenters

/
might help to reduce thismarket imperfection, but it could not eliminate this-

. .
,

.

crimination against women, if this dis-crimination were tfle source: of- the t
.

. 4
market failure. It might; however, be a "second-best" solution that would

. .

fi 1 0
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take care of the effect without'dealing with the cause.. Thus, a larger

supply of day care facilities would enable mothers to more freely make a

"rational" decision, and might further theeauality of men and women in

making -free choices, eventually reducing inequality in wages. ThiS line

of reasoning justifies, at the minimdm, regarding day care costs as

expenses and therefore allowing deductibility for income tax purp ses or

for determining eligibility for income'supPort.
6

There is a related equity issue to this deductibility of child care

expenses. Me higher the earning potential. of the mother, the greater her oppor-

9

tunity cost for staying at home, and the greater -Ow velhe of her child care'deduc-

tioqs. This is justified on efficiency grounds. However, there may be an

inequity among-women: The market 'lure that resulted from sex discriMi-

,

nation may have weakened or been eliminated for women in high-income brackets

-- while remaining unchanged for low=income mothers. Apparently, allowing the
k,

deduction of child care so as co correct for the market failure that results

1

from sex discrimination is a weak'second best.

C. Incomplete Knowledge

Incomplete knowledge in two different areas may call for public lnter-

vention. First, if parents do not know the long-run impact of group child

-
-

,

.

-4..

care, some public information or parent education should be provided. As
. .

was pointed gut, and as has been emerging from the contradictory results of

the evaluation of correctiv1 e programs like Head Start, there is no consen-

sus about die long-run value of educational group child care.among.child

1
development expvits. Therefore, inforpatiOn'or education programs have not;

been justified, aS'llong as the benefits, _or harms, involved. it 'such

-/

programs are not agreed on by these experts. t

i
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The second area. of incomplete knowledgq may arise from the:;_fa9t that

parents cannot judge what quality of child care their -children actually

receive. This' amounts to a special type of market failure. Consumer

choice is defective as an evaluation device. It cannot reward the ".best"

competitor aid fails to guide profit-motivated suppliers of childcare.

°Nelson and Krashiasky [1971,.pp. 31-42], who mentionedthis point first,

conclude that this special market failure calls etr public supervision,

-regulation, and subsidization of day care centers operating in the

nonprofit 'sector. In the current context this conclusion-is threefold: 0

the regulation and supervision can be justified on these grounds at; well as

by existing child protection laws; the sbsidizatiOn'seems to be a nonr

sequitur; and the manner of orgpizing the delivery of child care services

is a .separate issue that does not belong in this discussion.

III. "CORRECTING INCOME DISTRIBUTION

I

'There are two equity issues that mays be considered justifiCation for

some subgidization?f preschool child cares

A. Lquiiable Distribution of Incqme

.-2

The equitable (optimal) distribution of income is not based onfposi-.

tive economic analysis; a normative view toward the-desired income distri-='

bution is called for. We tend to accept as desirable a distribution that

* offers equality of-elonomic and social opporttpity, or at least' a disitrigu-- .;

.

tion that will enable everyone to achieve a certain accepted minimum of
A.

A

such opportunity. If this indeed is the goal, any policy that contributes

. , .

1

to an increase in eqUality o& ogpcirtunity would be desirable (un'tb the.
4

,

point where marginal social costs equal marginal social benefits). hence,,,`
. ,

up to some cost, if better education and care for underprivileged, deprived,
b

14 4
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and poor preschool children contributes to better opportunities for

f

them in the future, equity considerations would dictate subsidizing'day care

services for these children. Sudh considerations seem to, lie behind the

COmprehensive Preschool Education and`Chil0.,Care bills .(S-2007, S-3193,

S-3228, S-3617).

Even thodgh this distributive argument differs from the' first alloca7-

tive argument, its validity hinges on'the same considerations. Will early

child care and education contribute:to better opportunities for 'ldren of

,the poor in the future? The answer depends on the same'factors that. will

determine whether an investment in educating these.children will help them

to develop frOm social misfits as children to respectable and Productive

adults. As has been indicated, however, ,there is no consensus among child

t

development experts with regard to the long -term beneflts,of child care.

.

.

'13, Income Inequities Between `Families

. ,

Another impact that subsidized child care may have on the income dis-
o.-

',triK:Ition is an immediate one, i.e., on, the income of the families who receive

kich subsidies versus thoSe who do not. This is related to the "getting

,welfare mothers off the welfare rolls" attitude.
7 Child care subsidy and

deductibility are proposed in the income maintenance programs, but the

rationale behind it is not to'Correctinappropriate incomes distribution but

le -

to enable mothers to work. The case fOr public subsidization in,this con-

text stems from political beliefs and not from a desire to correct the

I

income distribution.

A special distribution case for subsidization of.ckld care stems

from the one-parent versus two-parent families.
The typical one - parent op,

family is' a. mother with children. The loss or absence of one of ettc
ti
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'parents no doubt causes deprivation for the children-7especially'for

preschool children. It is hard to exaggerate the importance of this

setback in alt areas including the'economic One. The' absence of the con

ventional main breadwinner (the male)'amounts to having an income Of "thousands

of dollars less per year than an equivalent two-parent family. AFDC Was.

designed primarily to provide an, answer for such a setback. Under H.R.1

mothers who are heads of families would be required to seek, paid
4-

.

\

employment if they did not-have children under the age clf three. Such la 'work

requIrement amounts to adding hardship to those among the poor who are

pressed the most. Granted, if it were not for some kind of welfare, these

mothers would have to.wOrt regardless of the availability_ of ehild'care.

But, while A'DC recognizes the special needs of one-parent families. bY'

usually giving theth aid; which two- parent families are not eligible to

receive, the work requirement included inCH.R.1 (which is accompan-ied by

subsidized child care) fails to offer a favorable treatment.to one-parent

families.

So, other things being equal, a one-parent-family is much worse off

than a two-parent family witn the same money income. This may also be an

equity argument for subsidization of child care for those mothers who head

families and would like to work and be econQmicaliv independent.

Discussion of the kind and size of the subsidy is beyond the scope of this

article. But full deductibility of child care expenses frbffi these families'

income, for either income tax liability or income support eligibility, is

. justified. -This, to be sure, cannot compensate fully.for the economic loss

inflicted by the absence of one parent.

4
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IV. CMCLUSIONS AND POLICY IMPLICATIONS

It is hard to defend subsidizing day care only for the poor. Pro-

a, viding public day care to welfare mothers in order to get them to work

creates inequities and,fails on economic grounds. While,provision of child

tare is related to redistribution, ignoring the other related aspects would

give an unsatistactory'solution. We could not find any justification for

".providing free child care or an income-conditioned tuition fee. However,

there, ate valid argurwnts for some public intervention in preschool educa-

tion and care for all families.

Education and developmental benefits of day care probably will be

attained by part-time (say half-daY)institutions, which are much lower in

cost. A half-dgy nursery school may, not give mothers equal freedom to

pursue their careers, but it will increase their freedom to choose part-time

employment land-May eventually-change work habits and the availability of

employment for women). As long s it 7.1 accepted that children's fatet

concern their parents even it t ey are poor, a family income maintenance

program will be seen as containing child welfa

i
elements. As shown, the

fa

policy of getting welfare mothers to work will create inequities; it is not

a sound economic policy and may harm, their children. The inevitable ques-

tions are, Will those who favor getting welfare women out to work be
,

willing to pay up to an annual $2000 per child for women who may have two or

three children, who may in turn earn $3000 if they are lucky enough to find

a job? On what grounds can we justify a work requirement for welfare

mothers with young children? At was found-in Day Care Survey [1970],

middle - income families arc not willing to spend that amo t on extrafamily

child care. The programs embodied inH.R.1, S-3617., an the Committee on

Finance version of H.R.1, all have planned to start providing
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,

the poor with services that, are regarded as either un btainable or

desirable) by higher income groups who have to pay for them. The poor are

r quired under H.R.1 to Consume:SUbS'idized child care of greater value than'

t ey would choose if they-coad improve their situation and transcend

the poverty line., adopting H.R.1 or any similar legislation, society

may be patronizing Ghe poor by providing and requiring them to-use child

care beyond that used by middle-income families.

In summary:

1. When child development experts are able to estimate the potential

benefits to young children; these benefits should%pe tested'against the

costs involved for the whole Population and for the poverty population.

The appropriate po icy should be adopted according to these tests. Justi-

fication for subst tial s.ubsididtion of'group child care for preschoOlers

on educational groun s has-Yet to be established.--
2. Child welfare is implicitly a,concern of every guaranteed minimum

income plan. Requiring the poor to use group child care as a precondition

forlincome support is neither sound economic policy nor sound social policy.

The net result will be increased inequity, while many welfare mothers will

resist joinio'g the labor force. The combination of a
4
high income guarantae with

high marginal tax rates will serve as a disincentive to work.

3. Income-conditioned provision of preschool' child care (as in S-L3617)

will be either very costly or inequitable, and probably both. Such subsi-

dization, when added to an income maintenance program will, in all proba-

bility, increase welfare costs beyond-the value of the additional produc-

tion of the welfate mothers who might find paid employment.

4. Increasing employment opportunities men and removing4part of

bh.

the harsh fates of mothers who head famili0; provide a strong case

A
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v.

for deduction of the cost of child care as work expenditures. Such deduct-

ibility is'justified both for determining eligibility for income support

40

and for determining taxable income. On efficiency grounds it seems

advisable to eliminate an income ceiling 'for deducting child care expenses.

1

5. While it is shown that correcting income distribution through

'income conditioned subsidization of child care is both inefficient and

inequitable, more and more evidence points towarcrnustifyi4 subsidization

of parent education programs for Underprivileged families. A program of

educating parents is likely to cost less than any child care program,

alt,4pugh it will,fail to help those 'mothers who prefer to lOok for a job.

6. Once the issue of public subsidization is dgcided, we can turn to

the delivery mechanism; one way is through downward extension of the public

school system to include younger children. Another, which is implied in

S-3617, is to deliver the service through local nonprofit agencies with an

emphasis on parent cooperation and government regulation. These delivery

mechanisms were deliberately left out of this study, as we tried to pose

the more basic and initial Problems.
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NOTES

C. Shifron [1972], Chapters II and III.

For a similar reasoning, see Carolyn S. Bell [1970], pp. 160-166.

This view is found in the literature quite often, and is often attri-

buted to,Professor Bloom of the University of Chicago. See B.

Bettelhetm's testimony in Comprehensive Preschool Education and Child

Day Care Act of 1969, pp. 538-557, also B. Caldwell's testimony in the

same publication, pp. 331-344, and her article therein, "The Rationale

for Early Intervention," alkarih -Head Start, Child Development Legisla-,

tion,[,W2], pp. 146-165. .

4. L. Bronfenbrenner [1972] appateriEly ch ed his mind, not so much with

regard to ther.fnerit in early.intex-vent as the policy implications.

In this latter'article he advocated ear intervention through educating

'parents as'the most promising AppYbac .S. Moore and D.R. Moore

[1972], att even mare extreme, aiming that "early schooling" will

in all likelihood cause mor harm than good, they-too advocate parent

education. D. i4eers andeiban Der'Haag express similar views with more

Vigor in Head Start, Child Development Legislation [1972], pp. 3-20.

The same view is found (among different views) in Stanely [1972].

These references are very sketchy, but they serve to illuminate that

the subject.matter of the value or harm in extrafamily child care for

young children is far from settled. The-only consensus is that the

early years are crucial for child development, and care by a loving

adult (usually the mother) is necessary for later lasting. cognitive

achievements well as for personality formation.
r

5. Voice for Children (August 1972), p. 5. Also U. Bronfenbrenner [1972],

summarizes the policy implications out of a series of recent studies.

See also, J.C. ,Stanely, ed. [1972].
4

6. The deductions allowed er the Internal Revenue Act of 1971 for

employment-related chil care are: Two parent families are.allowed to

deduct $2400 per child for one child, S3600 for two, and $4800 for

three or more, provided their joint income is up to $18,000 a year;

beyond that 50 percent deductions are allowed for 'incomes up to $27,000.

7. A detailed discussion of this attitude may be found in Schultze [1972]

Ch. 8, in Shifron [1972], Chs. II and VI, and in Hunt & Craig [1972]..

S

As analyzed in detail in Shifron [1972] Ch. VI, such services are

already provided under current arrangements of AFDC, but only to a very

small segment of families in poverty.

I
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